GREAT PRODUCT VARIETY AND SHORT SET-UP TIMES
An internationally active medical technology company manufacturing and distributing serological pipettes made from polystyrene, needed a replacement fo one of its
existing production facilities.
The company appraoched Metzner Maschinenbau GmbH with its requirements for
new pruduction facilities and, as a result obtained a production line tailored to their
indidual requirements, offering numerous benefits compared with the earlier solution and an impressive variety of products with shorter set-up times.
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movement, enabling a pipette length tolerance of +/- 0.3 mm on a
feed length of 2800mm to be achieved. This provides products with
very a high length precison.
Thanks to its well thought-out design, the line can be set up very
simply, rapidly and without the use of tools for new products with
different lengths and diamaters. To do this, the operator uses the
machine control system to select the appropriate recipe with the the
required parameters. Then, if necessary, with the assistance the
adjuster he changes the guides of the cut-to-length unit, the three
movable cutting modules, the four break-off units , the guides of the

Production line for serological pipettes
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„Our customer profits from high production capacity with simultaneously narrow length tolerances. “
Gerhard Rauch, CEO of Metzner

SIGNIFICANT IMPROVEMENTS

The adjustment units, here at the crushing station, enable simple and
tool-free positioning of the cutting modules, crushing units and transverse
displacement units of the delivery system



High flexibility in the production of different pipette types
with different lengths and diameters



Rapid changeovers without tools



High production capacity with very high product precision



Safety to the latest standards

